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Simulation results for two-dimensional and three-di-mensional wakes of circular cylinders are comparedat Re = 265, which is su�ciently high for the wakeof a �xed cylinder to exhibit spatio-temporal chaos.Comparisons are made both for �xed cylinders andthose in forced cross-ow oscillation. Assessments ofthe two-dimensionality of the three-dimensional wakeows are made on the basis of spanwise correlationsof uctuating forces and wake velocities, and also viaFourier analysis. Force coe�cients from spanwise-averaged three-dimensional ows are compared withthose for equivalent two-dimensional ows.INTRODUCTIONWake ows of prismatic blu� bodies are dominatedby two-dimensional vortical structures known as theK�arm�an vortex street. It is true however that three-dimensional e�ects in the wake play a signi�cantrole in inuencing cross-ow momentum transport(Cantwell & Coles 1983) and ultimately the strengthand spanwise organisation of the main K�arm�an vor-tices. This has practical signi�cance in the �eld ofvortex-induced vibration, since increased spanwiseorganisation of uctuating forces typically produceslarger modal loads, hence larger vibration amplitudesthan would otherwise exist.Traditionally the `three-dimensionality' of wakesproduced by prismatic blu� bodies has been quan-ti�ed via measures based on two-point cross-correlations of ow variables such as velocity, pres-sures, or uctuating forces. An e�ect repeatedly ob-served is that at a given axial separation such corre-lations are enhanced when the body oscillates cross-ow at frequencies near the vortex shedding frequency(e.g. Novak & Tanaka 1975). Flow visualisations(Koopmann 1967) have also demonstrated that theK�arm�an vortices become more aligned with the bodyaxis as cross-ow oscillation amplitudes increase.These observations support the idea that wakesproduced by oscillating blu� bodies are less dom-inated by three-dimensional e�ects than are those

produced by the same body, but in �xed position.While this may be true, it has only been compara-tively recently that the pervasive nature of end ef-fects in determining the three-dimensionality of nom-inally two-dimensional ows has been fully appreci-ated (see e.g. Williamson 1989). The implicationis that prior work concerned with quanti�cation ofthree-dimensionality may have dealt primarily withphenomena determined by end e�ects rather thanthose inherent in the undisturbed ow. As a �rststep in rationalising the relative importance of inher-ently three-dimensional e�ects in completely two-di-mensional geometries, the current work investigatesthree-dimensional ows in which end e�ects are ab-sent, using direct numerical simulations which havedomains that are periodic in the spanwise direction.A related issue is the degree to which two-di-mensional simulations give reliable information aboutows which are three-dimensional at the same Re,particularly when a cross-ow oscillation is imposed.Here we compare the behaviour of spanwise-averagedthree-dimensional ows with two-dimensional owscomputed at the same Re, forced cross-ow oscillationamplitude and frequency ratio (based on the Strouhalfrequency for the �xed cylinder).PARAMETER VALUESThis work deals with turbulent three-dimensionalwakes produced by a prismatic circular cylinder.With the advent of accurate methods for simulationand stability analysis of three-dimensional wakes ithas become apparent that even for Reynolds numbersjust above the onset of three-dimensionality, the wakeof a circular cylinder exhibits spatio-temporal chaos(Henderson 1997). The chaotic uctuations can bereproduced successfully by numerical simulations pro-vided the number and wavelengths of modes or span-wise degrees of freedom are chosen with care. TheReynolds number used here is Re = UD=� = 265where U is the frestream speed and D is the cylin-der diameter. The spanwise length of the domainis Lz = 13:12D, with 72 Fourier modes (144 data



Figure 1: Computational mesh with 218 spec-tral/Fourier elements. The domain is 37:5D instreamwise extent, 40D in cross ow extent and13:12D in spanwise extent.planes) in the spanwise direction; these values aresimilar to those found adequate by Henderson forsimulations of ow past a �xed cylinder at the sameReynolds number.For the oscillating cylinder we have chosen an oscil-lation amplitude A = ymax=D = 0:25 and frequencyratio F = fo=fv = 0:8, where fo is the oscillation fre-quency and fv is the vortex shedding ftequency forthe �xed cylinder.NUMERICAL METHODA spectral element/Fourier spatial discretisationhas been used in conjunction with a second-order-accurate time-splitting scheme to solve the incom-pressible Navier{Stokes equations in an acceleratingreference frame that moves with the cylinder axis.The method and previous applications have been de-scribed in Blackburn & Karniadakis (1993), Black-burn & Henderson (1996).In the Fourier projection the three-dimensional�eld u, which is assumed to be spatially periodic inthe spanwise (z) direction, is projected onto a set oftwo-dimensional Fourier modes ûkûk(x; y; t) = 1Lz Z Lz0 u(x; y; z; t)e�i(2�=Lz )kz dz:(1)Introducing the notation �k = (2�=Lz)k,~r � (@x; @y; i�k); ~r2 � (@2x; @2y;��2k);the transformed incompressible Navier{Stokes equa-tions for each Fourier mode k become@ûk@t + dN(u)k = � ~rPk + � ~r2ûk: (2)Here dN (u)k represents the Fourier transform ofthe nonlinear product terms, which are computed

Figure 2: Flow past a �xed circular cylinder (left)at Re = 265. Isosurfaces of pressure (aligned mainlyspanwise) and streamwise vorticity (aligned mainlystreamwise).in physical space to avoid formation of convolutionsums. Another consequence of the Fourier decom-position is that the zeroth mode û0 represents thespanwise-average �eld.The set of equations for each Fourier mode is anindependent problem that can run concurrently, withinterprocess communication needed only during thecomputation of the nonlinear terms dN (u)k. Theleast restrictive implementation of the algorithm usesa distributed-memory programming model with ex-plicit message passing. The three-dimensional com-putations presented here were run using six processorson a Fujitsu VPP-300 computer at the Australian Na-tional University Supercomputer Facility, with MPIas the message-passing kernel.MeshThe spectral element mesh is illustrated in �gure 1.There are 218 elements, with 6th order tensor-product shape functions used for the (x,y) discretisa-tion within each element. There are 144 planes or 72complex Fourier modes of data in the spanwise direc-tion, and in total the mesh has 1 149 120 node points.RESULTSFlow visualisation which illustrates the three-dimensionality of the ow past a �xed cylinder atRe = 265 is shown in �gure 2. Streamwise-alignedstructures are isosurfaces of streamwise vorticity,which contribute to the cross ow momentum trans-port in regions between the spanwise-aligned mainrollers, which are represented by a pressure isosur-face.Measures of spanwise coherenceFigure 3 illustrates the e�ect of imposed cross owoscillation on the three-dimensionality of the wake byshowing contours of out-of-plane velocity on the wakecentreline plane for a �xed and an oscillating cylinder.



abFigure 3: Contours of out-of-plane velocity (v) onthe wake centre plane for a circular cylinder at Re =265. (a): Cylinder �xed. (b): Cylinder forced tooscillate cross-ow at 78% of the Strouhal frequencyfor the �xed cylinder, ymax=D = 0:25.Visually the e�ect of oscillation is to provide increasedspanwise correlation, both in the near and far wake.The traditional way to assess spanwise organisationof such ows is through two-point spanwise autocorre-lation functions of quantities such as pressure, force,or wake velocities. In �gure 4, these are comparedfor lift force, and the out-of-plane velocity compo-nent (v) on the simulation centre plane, 20D down-stream from the cylinder centre. Since the simula-tions are periodic in the spanwise direction, circularautocorrelation functions have been used. The e�ectof oscillation is to increase the correlations somewhat,although, in line with what might be expected from�gure 3, the e�ect on the spanwise correlation of liftis not as marked as that on the wake velocities fardownstream.Another means to quantify three-dimensionality isbased on the spanwise Fourier decomposition. Theamount of kinetic energy in each mode k can be com-puted as Ek = 12A�Z
 ûk � ûk d
; (3)where A is the area of the two-dimensional domain 
.Time series of Ek for both the �xed and oscillatingcylinder are presented in �gure 5. In both cases,the energy in the k = 0 mode is dominant, with avalue E0 � 0:5 corresponding to the freestream speedU = 1. It can be seen that for the �xed cylinder (�g-ure 5a), the amount of energy in the modes k � 1is greater than is the case for the oscillating cylinder,�gure 5b.A measure of the two-dimensionality of the ow

Figure 4: Comparison of spanwise autocorrelationsfor the �xed ( ) and oscillating ( ) cylinders. Au-tocorrelations of (a), lift force; (b), out-of-plane ve-locity (v) on the centre plane, 20D downstream.is given by the time-average of the energy in thehigher Fourier modes normalised by the energy in thespanwise-average (k = 0) modeRd = *N�1Xk=1 Ek=E0+ : (4)For the �xed cylinder, Rd = 540�10�6 , while for theoscillating cylinder, Rd = 295 � 10�6. This con�rmsthat the ow for the oscillating cylinder is more two-dimensional than for the �xed cylinder.Three-dimensional vs. two-dimensional owWhile the values for Rd demonstrate that the three-dimensional wake of the oscillating cylinder is moretwo-dimensional than the three-dimensional wake ofthe �xed cylinder, the question remains: How much isthe three-dimensional wake of the oscillating cylinderlike the wake for an equivalent two-dimensional oscil-lating cylinder? We can make a start on answeringthe question by comparing global measures such as liftand drag coe�cients Cl, Cd produced by the three-dimensional simulations against results for equivalenttwo-dimensional simulations.Figure 6 shows two sets of coe�cient of lift timeseries which compare results for the two-dimensionaland three-dimensional ows. In �gure 6a, Cl valuesfor the �xed cylinder are compared, and the timebasehas been normalised using the vortex shedding period(its average value in the case of the three-dimensionalow). The magnitudes of Cl values are similar: thelower value for the three-dimensional ow reects thelower spanwise coherence in that case.



Figure 5: Time series of modal energies Ek for (a)�xed and (b) oscillating cylinder. The dominant valueis for the mean ow, E0 � 0:5, while the lower valuesEk < 1�104 are for the remaining modes 1 � k < 72.In �gure 6b, values of Cl for the oscillating cylinderare compared; here the timebase has been normalisedusing the cylinder oscillation period, and the time se-ries are aligned such that at t=T = 0 the cylinderhas its maximum cross-ow displacement. Again, thelower values of Cl for the three-dimensional ow inpart reects the reduced spanwise coherence of vor-tex shedding, but it is also apparent that the phaserelationship between cylinder motion and lift force isslightly di�erent in the two-dimensional and three-di-mensional ows. This will a�ect the amount of me-chanical work transfer between the cylinder and theow. It is evident however that the e�ect of cylindermotion on lift force and phase is rather similar in thetwo-dimensional and three-dimensional cases.This last point brings into question the assumptionthat two-dimensional and three-dimensional ows foroscillating cylinders should be compared at the samevalues of A and F . Rather than a pointwise com-parison of this kind, it would be far more useful tohave both quantitative and qualitative comparisonsof behaviour over the two-dimensional (A,F ) controlspace.CONCLUSIONSThe results presented indicate that the imposition ofcross ow cylinder motion results in the three-dimen-sional wake becoming more two-dimensional, but thatthe e�ect on far wake velocity correlations was greaterthan on the correlations of lift forces exerted on thecylinder, where the e�ect was comparatively small.Naturally these results must be interpreted with care,particularly by making allowance for Reynolds num-ber e�ects. It remains possible however that thepreviously-observed increases in spanwise correlationof lift forces with motion amplitude have been less
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